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AD & Kerberos



Active Directory

⌗ [AD DS] Domain Services
* Users, groups
* Devices (workstation, server, …)
* Services (emails, apps, files, …)
* Mechanisms (auth, rights, policies, …)

⌗ [AD CS] Certificate Services
* PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), …

⌗ [AD FS] Federation Services
⌗ [AD SS] Site Services
⌗ …
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Authentication
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⌗ NTLM
* 3 way handshake (negotiate, challenge, authenticate)

* Challenge-response scheme
* Secret key based on password hash (NT or LM)

* Domain Controller (usually)
1 decides

⌗ Kerberos
* Based on tickets that expire in time
* Pre-authentication scheme based on “long term” key
* “Long term” key based on users’ password
* Supports certificates (PKINIT) for pre-auth

⌗ Digest, SSP, integrated, …

1 target server decides if it knows the account’s password hash



NTLM vs. Kerberos
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https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/ntlm
https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/kerberos   

⌗ NTLM
* Capture
* Relay
* Pass the hash

⌗ Kerberos
* Pre-auth bruteforce
* Pass the key/ticket/cache/certificate
* Overpass/unPAC the hash
* Golden/silver tickets
* ASREQ/ASREP/Kerberoast
* Delegations, S4U abuse
* Shadow Credentials
* sAMAccountName spoofing
* SPN-jacking

https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/ntlm
https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/kerberos


Kerberos authentication

⌗ [Pre-auth]
* Client encrypts a timestamp with its LT key1

* Can work with certificates (PKINIT)

⌗ [TGT] Ticket Granting Ticket
* Issued by the AS3 if pre-auth is ok
* Information about user stored in PAC2

* PAC is encrypted with KDC5 LT key1 (krbtgt)

⌗ [ST] Service Ticket
* Issued by the TGS4 if TGT is ok
* PAC2 from TGT is replicated and encrypted with Service LT 

key1 (e.g. APP01$)

* Service decides client access depending on info in PAC2
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1 LT (Long Term) key = RC4 (i.e. NT hash), DES, AES128 or AES256 2 PAC (Privilege Attribute Certificate)     3 AS (Authentication Service)  
4 TGS (Ticket Granting Service)    5 KDC (Key Distribution Center) is usually the Domain Controller



Kerberos delegation



Kerberos delegation
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Kerberos delegation

⌗ [KUD] Unconstrained
* Account can delegate to any service
* Delegation set on the account
* Requires domain admin1 privileges

⌗ [KCD] Constrained
* Account can delegate to a set of services
* Delegation set on the account
* Requires domain admin1 privileges
* With or without protocol transition

⌗ [RBCD] Resource-Based Constrained
* A set of services can delegate to the account
* Delegation set on the account
* Doesn’t require ultra high privileges
* Machine can configure itself for RBCD

111 requires SeEnableDelegationPrivilege in the domain



Unconstrained delegation

⌗ TGT delegation
* Service configured for KUD receives ST
* ST contains user’s TGT
* KUD service acts as the user with the TGT

⌗ SWOT
* act as any user on any service
* except members of Protected Users
* except users sensitive for delegation

⌗ Offensive PoV
* requires control over the KUD account
* requires incoming authentication from user 

to be able to act as him
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⌗ Service Ticket forwarding
* Service configured for KCD receives ST
* ST is used as evidence in a S4U2proxy request
* S4U2proxy request = Service Ticket request 

⌗ SWOT
* act as any user on a set of services
* except members of Protected Users
* except users sensitive for delegation

⌗ Offensive PoV
* requires control over the KCD account
* requires incoming authentication from user to be 

able to act as him
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Constrained delegation
> without Protocol Transition (“Kerberos only”)



⌗ Service Ticket forwarding
* Service configured for KCD calls S4U2self instead 

of waiting for a user authentication
* ST is used as evidence in a S4U2proxy request
* S4U2* request = Service Ticket request 

⌗ SWOT
* act as any user on a set of services
* except members of Protected Users
* except users sensitive for delegation

⌗ Offensive PoV
* requires control over the KCD account
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Constrained delegation
> with Protocol Transition (“any authentication protocol”)



Resource-Based Constrained
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Service-for-User



Service-for-user (S4U*)

⌗ [S4U2self] obtain a ST for oneself on behalf of a user
* if “impersonated” user is protected1, ticket is valid but not 

forwardable
* if requester not configured for KCD, ticket is valid but not 

forwardable
* if requester is configured for KCD without Protocol 

Transition, ticket is valid but not forwardable
⌗ [S4U2proxy] obtain a ST for another service on behalf of 

a user
* request must include an additional-ticket as evidence
* additional-ticket must either be forwardable or have the 

resource-based constrained delegation bit set in 
the PA-PAC-OPTIONS

* requester must be allowed to delegate to target (KCD, 
RBCD)

* fails if “impersonated” user is protected1

* ST obtained with S4U2proxy is always forwardable
17

Wagging the Dog (2019) 

1 member of the “Protected Users” group or set “sensitive for delegation”

https://shenaniganslabs.io/2019/01/28/Wagging-the-Dog.html
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Source?
> Dude trust me_

Elad’s blogpost is highly detailed, no criticism here! But let’s do this ourselves



S4U2self tests
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not forwardable

no KCD

S4U2self
> No delegation
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not forwardable

KCD, but no 
Protocol Transition

S4U2self
> KCD without PT
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S4U2self
> KCD with PT

👉
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forwardable

Constrained Delegation with 
Protocol Transition

not sensitive for 
delegation

not Protected User

S4U2self
> KCD with PT
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S4U2self
> KCD with PT, protected user

not forwardable
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S4U2self
> KCD with PT, user sensitive for deleg.

not forwardable



S4U2proxy tests
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S4U2proxy
> no delegation, not forwardable

fails

not forwardable
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S4U2proxy
> KCD, not forwardable

fails

not forwardable
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S4U2proxy
> KCD, forwardable

forwardable

success!
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The story of S4U2proxy & RBCD
> not forwardable, but forwarded anyway
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not forwardable

S4U2self
> not forwardable, forwarded anyway

forwarded anyway!
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S4U2proxy
> forwardable result

forwardable
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S4U2proxy
> forwarded anyway
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S4U2proxy
> forwarded anyway
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The RBCD bit
> Rubeus
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The RBCD bit
> Impacket



S4U2proxy abuse
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S4U2proxy abuse
> “The RBCD trick”
> “The self-RBCD trick”
> Double KCD
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S4U2proxy abuse
> “The RBCD trick”

[Scenario]
Requester is configured for KCD without PT 
> S4U2self ticket is not forwardable
    > S4U2proxy requirement is not met
        > S4U2proxy fails

[Bypass]
Use RBCD to imitate S4U2self and obtain a forwardable ticket
> [RBCD] S4U2self ticket is forwardable
    > [RBCD] S4U2proxy produces a forwardable ticket
        > [KCD] S4U2proxy succeeds with previous ST as evidence
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“The RBCD trick”
> not forwardable, not forwarded

not forwardable

not forwarded
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“The RBCD trick”
> RBCD setup + S4U2self

not forwardable
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“The RBCD trick”
> not forwardable, forwarded anyway (S4U2proxy #1)

not forwardable
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“The RBCD trick”
> forwardable result

not forwardable

forwardable
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“The RBCD trick”
> S4U2proxy (#2) now possible
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S4U2proxy abuse
> “The self-RBCD trick”
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S4U2proxy abuse
> Double KCD



S4U2self abuse
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S4U2self abuse
> S4U2self still produces ST if user protected against delegation
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S4U2self abuse
> SPN (sname) is not protected
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S4U2self abuse
> LPE primitive
> Stealthier Silver Ticket
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LPE primitive
> TGT delegation trick
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LPE primitive
> TGT delegation trick
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LPE primitive
> S4U2self abuse

user sensitive 
for delegation

ticket obtained anyway
and usable
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Stealthier Silver Ticket

⌗ [Silver Ticket] forged PAC
* needs knowledge of the service account LT key
* Service Ticket with forged PAC (any user, any SPN)
* primitive is fairly understood, and monitored

⌗ [S4U2self] legitimate request
* needs same knowledge as Silver Ticket (LT key)
* Service Ticket with legitimate PAC
* any user, S4U2self ignores delegation limitation
* any SPN of target service, sname is not protected
* primitive is less understood, not monitored as much



Wrapping things up
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Foreseeing questions #1
> the forwardable flag is not protected, why not overwrite it?
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Foreseeing questions #2
> how to mitigate?
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Foreseeing questions #3
> you showed abuse from UNIX, how-to from Windows?

Impacket’s getST.py Rubeus’ s4u

-self /self
-impersonate user /impersonateuser:user
-additional-ticket file.ccache /tgs:<base64 | file.kirbi>
-spn class/name /msdsspn:class/name
-altservice class[/name] /altservice:class[/name]
-k (w/ env. var. KRB5CCNAME=file.ccache set) /ticket:<base64 | file.kirbi>
-dc-ip domaincontroller /dc:domaincontroller
-hashes [LMHASH]:NTHASH /rc4:RC4
-aesKey <AES128 | AES256> /aes256:AES256
domain part (positionnal arg) /domain:domain
user part (positionnal arg) /user:user
password part (positionnal arg) N/A
N/A /nowrap
N/A /ptt

Impacket’s tgssub.py Rubeus’ tgssub

-in file.ccache /ticket:<base64 | file.kirbi>
-out file.ccache N/A
-altservice class[/name] /altservice:class[/name]
N/A /ptt

Impacket’s describeTicket.py Rubeus’ describe

file.ccache (positionnal arg) /ticket:<base64 | file.kirbi>
-d/--domain servicedomain /servicedomain:servicedomain
-u/--user serviceuser /serviceuser:serviceuser
-p/--password servicepass N/A
-hp/--hex-password servicehexpass N/A
--rc4 HASH or --aes HASH /servicekey:HASH
--salt SALT N/A
--asrep-key HASH /asrepkey:HASH
N/A /krbkey:HASH
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Foreseeing questions #3
> (Rubeus example) S4U2proxy abuse - Double KCD (1/4)
    > S4U2self 
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Foreseeing questions #3
> (Rubeus example) S4U2proxy abuse - Double KCD (2/4)
    > S4U2proxy #1
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Foreseeing questions #3
> (Rubeus example) S4U2proxy abuse - Double KCD (3/4)
    > S4U2proxy #2
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Foreseeing questions #3
> (Rubeus example) S4U2proxy abuse - Double KCD (4/4)
    > ptt + access
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e.g. Delegation abuse mindmaps
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https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/kerberos/delegations/unconstrained

https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/kerberos/delegations/constrained 

https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/kerberos/delegations/unconstrained
https://www.thehacker.recipes/ad/movement/kerberos/delegations/constrained


Glossary
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LT key Long Term key (RC4, DES or AES128/256) TGT Ticket Granting Ticket

NT hash Password hash (NT hash = RC4 LT key) ST Service Ticket

PAC Privilege Attribute Certificate KUD Kerberos Unconstrained Delegation

AS Authentication Service, offered by KDC KCD Kerberos Constrained Delegation

TGS Ticket Granting Service, offered by KDC PT Protocol Transition

KDC Key Distribution Center, usually the DC RBCD Resource-Based Constrained Delegation

DC Domain Controller S4U2* Service-For-User to [User/Self]

SPN Service Principal Name DACL Discretionary Access Control List (list of ACEs)

PA* Pre Authentication * ACE Access Control Entry



Tooling
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findDelegation.py Impacket 🐍 script used to enumerate Kerberos delegations across a domain.

getTGT.py Impacket 🐍 script to request TGTs

getST.py Impacket 🐍 script to request Service Tickets, with or without S4U (PR#1202 pending)

describeTicket.py Impacket 🐍 script to decode and decrypt information stored in ccache ticket (PR#1201 pending)

ticketConverter.py Impacket 🐍 script to convert ccache/kirbi tickets

tgssub.py Impacket 🐍 script to substitute service class/name/realm in a ccache ticket (PR#1256 pending)

Rubeus C# Kerberos manipulation toolset (ticket requests, renewal, forgery, management, extraction, harvesting, …)

BloodHound Active Directory relationships mapper and excavator

The Hacker Recipes Theoretical and practical guides on offensive techniques. Mostly focused on AD at the moment

Exegol Docker images and Python wrapper. Multi-containers management. Pre-configured, customized, 
community-driven images (full refactor ongoing, great things coming)



Talk terminated.

@_nwodtuhs


